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Abstract. The magnetogram inversion technique 

(MIT), developed at ISTP SB RAS more than forty 

years ago, has been used until recently only in the 

Northern Hemisphere. In recent years, MIT has been 

improved and extended to make instantaneous calcula-

tions of 2D distributions of electric fields, horizontal 

and field-aligned currents in two polar ionospheres. The 

calculations were carried out based on one-minute 

ground-based geomagnetic measurements from the 

worldwide network of stations in both hemispheres 

(SuperMAG). In this paper, this extended technique is 

used in the approximation of uniform ionospheric con-

ductance and is applied for the first time to calculations 

of equivalent and field-aligned currents in two hemi-

spheres through the example of the August 17, 2001 

geomagnetic storm. We have obtained the main and 

essential result: the advanced MIT-ISTP can calculate 

large-scale distributions of ionospheric convection and 

FACs in the Northern (N) and Southern (S) polar iono-

spheres with a high degree of expected hemispheric 

similarity between these distributions. Using the said 

event as an example, we have established that the 

equivalent and field-aligned currents obtained with the 

advanced technique exhibit the expected dynamics of 

auroral electrojets and polar caps in two hemispheres. 

Hall current intensities in polar caps and auroral electro-

jets, calculated from the equivalent current function, 

change fairly synchronously in the N and S hemispheres 

throughout the magnetic storm. Both (westward and 

eastward) electrojets of the N hemisphere are markedly 

more intense than respective electrojets of the S hemi-

sphere, and the Hall current in the north polar cap is al-

most twice as intense as that in the south one. This 

interhemispheric asymmetry is likely to be due to seasonal 

conductance variations, which is implicitly contained in 

the current function. From FAC distributions we deter-

mine auroral oval boundaries and calculate magnetic 

fluxes through the polar caps in the N and S hemispheres. 

These magnetic fluxes coincide with an accuracy of about 

5 % and change almost synchronously during the magnetic 

storm. In the N hemisphere, the magnetic flux in the dawn 

polar cap is more intense that that in the dusk one, and vice 

versa in the S hemisphere. These asymmetries (dawn–dusk 

and interhemispheric) in the polar caps are consistent with 

the theory of reconnection for IMF By>0 and with satellite 

images of auroral ovals; both of these asymmetries de-

crease during the substorm expansion phase. 

Keywords: current function, ionospheric convection, 

polar cap, auroral electrojets, field-aligned currents, mag-

netic storms and substorms, dawn–dusk asymmetry, 

interhemispheric asymmetry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

There are two hypotheses (models) about the for-

mation of Earth’s magnetosphere and their associated 

mechanisms of mass and energy transfer from the solar 

wind (SW) to the magnetosphere–ionosphere system. 

The first one — quasi-viscous interaction model [Ax-

ford, Hines, 1961] — is a closed model of the magneto-

sphere whose boundary (magnetopause) is approximated 

by a tangential MHD discontinuity. Due to lack of ve-

locity and magnetic field components normal to the 

magnetopause, the direct mass and energy transfer 

through it is impossible, but the energy can be trans-

ported by magnetosonic waves [Axford, 1964; Leo-

novich et al., 2003]. Furthermore, owing to the devel-

opment of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, the flow 

around the magnetosphere becomes turbulent, diffuse 

widening of the boundary occurs, and the observed 

boundary layer is formed [Mishin, 2005]. Both of the 

mechanisms of energy and mass transfer through the 

tangential discontinuity work in the closed model of the 

magnetosphere. Their effectiveness is negligible on the 

dayside, but it is sufficiently high at the magnetotail 

boundary (in the region of its supersonic flow), where 

the total contribution of these two mechanisms to the 

magnetosphere energy may exceed 20 % (refer also to 

[Heikkila, 2011]). The second model is “open” [Dun-

gey, 1961] in which the magnetopause in the region of 
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IMF reconnection with the geomagnetic field is approx-

imated by the rotational MHD discontinuity, the effi-

ciency of Alfvén wave, mass, and energy transfer 

through which is several times higher than that in the 

quasi-viscous mechanism [Lee, Roederer, 1982]. Nu-

merous studies have found that in most cases the devel-

opment of a magnetospheric substorm is directly related 

to the appearance of the southward IMF component Bz 

near the frontal part of the magnetosphere, which is 

qualitatively well described by the open model [Akasofu, 

1977; Koskinen, 2011].  

The efficiency of the SW–magnetosphere interaction 

depends not only on Bz but also on the azimuthal com-

ponent By, IMF sector structure, as well as on the SW 

density and velocity. The development of geomagnetic 

and auroral activity is due to variations in electric fields 

and currents in the magnetosphere–ionosphere system, 

which occur asymmetrically both in the dawn–dusk 

(east–west) direction and between the N and S hemi-

spheres. There are both internal and external causes of 

these asymmetries. The inclination of the geomagnetic 

dipole axis (the annually and daily variable angle be-

tween the Earth–Sun line and the plane of the geomag-

netic equator) is one of the major internal causes re-

sponsible for the different seasonal and daily variations 

in the solar-radiation driven ionospheric conductance in 

two hemispheres. The inequality between day–night 

illuminances creates a sunward conductance gradient 

different in each hemisphere, which causes plasma con-

vection to increase in the dawn sector of the polar cap 

[Leontyev, Lyatsky, 1974; Mishin et al., 1981]. The 

main external causes of the dawn–dusk and interhe-

mispheric asymmetries are changes in the IMF sector 

structure, polar angle, and By component [Haaland et al., 

2017]. 

According to the theory [Cowley, 1981; Cowley, 

Lockwood, 1992], By determines the location of the 

dayside throat (input) of the ionospheric convection 

relative to the noon–midnight meridian and also causes 

the polar cap (PC) to shift along the dawn–dusk meridian 

in a direction opposite to the IMF vector By (refer also 

to [Mishin et al., 1992]). In the inner magnetosphere, By 

is superimposed on the geomagnetic field, which brings 

about the formation of the asymmetric pattern of the 

magnetospheric convection in both magnetotail lobes 

[Cowley, 1981; Tenfjord et al., 2015]. The asymmetric 

loading of the open magnetic flux following the daytime 

reconnection in the magnetotail lobes produces By in 

them within 5–10 min [Tenfjord et al., 2017]. This cor-

responds to the estimate of the characteristic time of the 

response of the magnetospheric-ionospheric convection 

to IMF variations [Ridley et al., 1998]. From optical 

satellite observations it has been found that the sign of 

By determines the shift of the auroral oval to the dawn or 

dusk side oppositely in two hemispheres [Haaland et al., 

2017; Østgaard et al., 2018].  

The main laws of the influence of the polar angle, 

formed by By and Bz, on the distribution of the electric 

potential (convection) and field-aligned currents (FACs) 

in the polar ionosphere are contained in the known 

models obtained from statistical processing of meas-

urements of electric and magnetic fields along numer-

ous satellite passages [Weimer, 2001, 2005; Papitash-

vili, Rich, 2002]. A great advance in the study of the 

ionospheric convection structure and dynamics is asso-

ciated with the implementation of the SuperDARN pro-

ject [Pettigrew et al., 2010]. All these global averaged 

models do not, however, reflect the instantaneous pic-

ture of ionospheric convection and FACs as well as 

their spatiotemporal dynamics during magnetospheric 

substorms having a characteristic time scale of ~10 min 

to 1 hr. In the last decade, this drawback has largely 

been overcome due to the beginning of the multi-

satellite project AMPERE [Coxon et al., 2018]. Simul-

taneous continuous magnetic measurements along tra-

jectories of 66 satellites, distributed in six orbital planes, 

are automatically processed using a specially developed 

method. Results of these calculations are 10-min aver-

aged large-scale distributions of FAC density, which 

corresponds to the time shift between adjacent satellites 

following one another in one plane. It is obvious that on 

the thus obtained maps FAC mesoscale structures during 

fast processes (<10 min), typical of magnetospheric 

substorms especially in the expansion phase, are strongly 

smoothed and attenuated.  

The Magnetogram Inversion Technique (MIT, here-

inafter without “ISTP”) does not have this drawback 

and can calculate 2D distributions of current function, 

electric potential, horizontal and field-aligned currents 

in the polar ionosphere with a time step of 1 min from 

existing databases of continuous geomagnetic meas-

urements made at the worldwide network of ground 

magnetometers, the total number of which in two hemi-

spheres is now more than two hundreds. Note particu-

larly that owing to very non-uniform distribution of 

ground stations MIT is inferior to AMPERE with suffi-

ciently uniform distribution of satellites at a height of 

780 km. Nevertheless, MIT has obvious advantages 

both in the number of ground magnetometers (200) and 

in its low cost as compared to the expensive satellite 

project AMPERE. The method for potential analysis of 

the geomagnetic field and calculation of the current 

equivalent function is described in detail in the classic 

monograph by Chapman and Bartels [1940]. At ISTP 

SB RAS, bases for MIT were developed over forty 

years ago [Mishin, Bazarzhapov, 1966; Mishin, Popov, 

1969; Matveev, Shpynev, 1975; Bazarzhapov et al., 

1979; Mishin, 1990], and similar magnetogram inver-

sion variants were almost simultaneously worked out at 

IZMIRAN [Levitin et al., 1982; Papitashvili et al., 1994] 

and abroad (KRM) [Kamide, Matsushita, 1979; Kamide, 

Baumjohann, 1993]. In this paper, we use the recently 

updated MIT providing 2D distributions of specified 

electrodynamic parameters of the ionosphere in two 

hemispheres at a time.  

Despite the fairly large number of empirical data 

available in the literature, statistical and theoretical 

models, the main laws, physical processes, and mecha-

nisms of interaction of SW and IMF with the magneto-

sphere, as well as their effects in two hemispheres are 

not fully understood. Nowadays, one of the important 

areas of research in Earth’s magnetosphere physics is 
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the study of theoretically expected dawn–dusk and 

noon–night asymmetries, as well as asymmetries be-

tween the Northern and Southern hemispheres [Haaland 

et al., 2017]. The asymmetries are investigated in the 

magnetospheric-ionospheric convection, ionospheric 

and field-aligned currents, auroras, dynamics of bounda-

ries, configurations of auroral ovals and polar caps, as 

well as in other electrodynamic and topological parame-

ters of the magnetosphere–ionosphere system. MIT can 

contribute to the studies in this area. 
Our work is methodical, and its main purpose is the 

first testing of the updated MIT for calculating 2D dis-
tributions of convection, horizontal and field-aligned 
currents simultaneously in two hemispheres in the ap-
proximation of uniform conductances of the northern 
and southern polar ionospheres. The main criterion for 
applicability of the method in the Southern Hemisphere 
is that large-scale systems of ionospheric convection 
and FACs should be similar to those in the Northern 
Hemisphere. To examine the dynamics of the main ion-
ospheric Hall currents and polar caps in two hemi-
spheres for the selected magnetic storm as an example 
and to compare the results with the facts generally ac-
cepted in the literature is the second objective of this 
work also aimed at confirming the applicability of MIT 
for the Southern Hemisphere. 

Section 1 describes the databases of ground and sat-
ellite observations and methods of their processing and 
analysis. Section 2 compares ionospheric convection 
and FAC maps, as well as Hall currents and polar caps 
in ionospheres of two hemispheres. The main results 
and conclusions are presented in Conclusion. 

 

1. DATABASE 

AND METHODS 

Two-dimensional distributions of the equivalent cur-

rent function, electric potential, horizontal and field-

aligned currents, and other parameters of the polar iono-

sphere were calculated based on MIT until recently only 

for the Northern Hemisphere and using input geomag-

netic data only from a part of the worldwide network of 

ground stations, located to the north of the equator. 

In recent years, an important advance in the MIT 

software package was the extension of the method for 

spherical harmonic analysis (the first main MIT block) 

into both hemispheres. This was due to the implementa-

tion of the large project SuperMAG [Gjerloev, 2012]. 

The website [http://supermag.jhuapl.edu] provides free 

access to the database of geomagnetic observations 

from the worldwide network of over 200 ground mag-

netic stations (e.g., in the late 2017, their total number 

was 217, 180 of them in the Northern Hemisphere and 

37 in the Southern Hemisphere). The database was veri-

fied using the common method. 

In this paper, we first test the extended MIT for cal-

culations of equivalent and field-aligned current systems 

for the selected magnetic storm of August 17, 2001 

(Figure 1), using one-minute data on ground geomag-

netic variations from all stations of the worldwide net-

work in both hemispheres, available in the SuperMag 

database. The total number of stations operating during 

the August 17, 2001 event was 179, including 149 in the 

N hemisphere and 30 in the S hemisphere. While sta-

tions in the S hemisphere were five times fewer than in 

the N hemisphere, the extended MIT allowed us to ob-

tained first expected and interpreted results for the S 

hemisphere as well (see Section 2). 
An important input MIT parameter is the original 

dynamic model of polar ionosphere conductance 
[Mishin et al., 1986; Shirapov et al., 2000], produced by 
the precipitation of energetic particles. The model is 
based on three main auroral oval boundaries (Figure 2): 
polar cap (R0), line of maximum density of auroral elec-
trojets (R1), auroral oval equatorial boundary (R2). The 
R0 boundary corresponds to the high-latitude boundary 
of Iijima–Potemra (IP) FAC Region 1 [Iijima, Potemra, 
1978]; R2, to the low-latitude boundary of FAC Region 2; 
and R1 coincides with the boundary between FAC Re-
gions 1 and 2. The letter R in the notations denotes Ra-
dius (boundary radius) and not Region (FAC Region). 
The described method for determining boundaries of the 
polar cap and auroral oval equatorial boundary was put 
into common practice of MIT [Mishin et al., 1984, 
1986] in view of the results obtained in [Iijima, Potemra, 
1978; Coley, 1983]. This method has recently been used 
to develop a new, updated and automated method for 
diagnostics of auroral oval boundaries [Kondratyev et al., 
2017; Lunyushkin, Penskikh, 2019].  

It should be noted here that the large-scale structure 

of the main areas of IP FACs (and hence their associated 

auroral oval boundaries) is little sensitive to the choice 

of ionospheric conductance model. This fundamentally 

important fact was established already in the first vari-

ants of MIT [Mishin et al., 1981] and KRM [Kamide, 

Richmond, 1982; Kamide, Baumjohann, 1993]. The 

physical meaning of this fact is that the magnetospheric 

source of FAC ( P m( ), E  where Em is the electric 

field in the magnetosphere), is primary, and the iono-

spheric one (associated with P and H) is secondary 

[Boström, 1974]. The locations of the R0, R1 and R2 

boundaries determined by the above method from FAC 

distribution maps, obtained for uniform and non-

uniform conductances, coincide up to ±1° in latitude 

(see Subsection 3.4 and Figure 7 [Lunyushkin, Pen-

skikh, 2019]). The minor influence of the conductances 

on the large-scale structure of FACs is also confirmed 

by the results of long-term practice in solving two basic 

MIT equations [Matveev, Shpynev, 1975; Bazarzhapov 

et al., 1979]: 

 rot ;r U J    (1) 

 div sin ,U i I    (2) 

where   is the tensor of integrated ionospheric conduct-

ance; U is the electric potential of the ionosphere; J is 

the equivalent current function; i is the FAC density; I 

is the magnetic inclination; div  is the 2D divergence 

operator; rotr is the radial rotor component; Δ is the 2D 

Laplace operator. 

FACs are found from Equation (2), using the solu-

tion of Equation (1) in terms of the potential U for the  

http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/
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Figure 1. Geophysical conditions during the August 17, 2001 magnetic storm: variations in the solar wind dynamic pressure 

Pd (a); IMF components Bz (b) and Bx, y (c); indices of ring current (d) and auroral activity AE, AL, AU (e). Bottom panels show 

variations in intensities of the main Hall currents in the Northern (N, blue curves) and Southern (S, red curves) hemispheres: 

transpolar currents Itr, N, Itr, S (f); westward IW, N, IW, S (g) and eastward IE, N, IE, S (h) electrojets; correlation coefficients r between 

currents in two hemispheres. Vertical lines indicate the moments of time discussed in the text: SSC (10:58 UT), beginning (16:18 UT) 

and end (19:00 UT) of optical satellite observations [Østgaard et al., 2018] 
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given conductance model .  In the above studies 

[Mishin et al., 1981; Kamide, Richmond, 1982], it was 

found that in contrast to FAC the distribution of the 

electric potential U is very sensitive to the choice of the 

model .  The correctness of the solution for Equation 

(1) in terms of U strongly depends on the spatial corre-

lation between irregularities of the tensor   and the 

inhomogeneous right-hand side of Equation (1) [Mishin 

et al., 1981; Reiff, 1984]. The main criterion of the 

proper solution for U is the solution in the form of a 

two-vortex ionospheric convection system, which gen-

erally should be similar to the two-vortex current func-

tion J. In the uniform conductance and radial geomag-

netic field approximation I=0, from (1), (2) it is easy to 

obtain simpler equations [Kern, 1966; Lunyushkin, Pen-

skikh, 2019] 

H ;J U const    (3) 

 P H ,i / J      (4) 

where in (3) the minus sign corresponds to the Northern 
Hemisphere; and the plus sign, to the Southern Hemi-

sphere; P and H are integral uniform Pedersen and 
Hall conductances. 

In view of the above, we use the 2D distributions of 
the equivalent current functions, calculated in the uni-
form ionospheric conductance approximation simulta-
neously in two hemispheres, to study the dynamics of 
the major large-scale ionospheric Hall currents and con-
vection (ionospheric plasma drift): 

H ,J j n  (5) 

H

H

,
1

Σ B
 V j  (6) 

where V is the drift velocity, B is the geomagnetic field 

modulus, n is external normal. 

The 2D distributions of FAC density calculated 

from Formula (4) are used to find auroral oval 

boundaries in the Northern and Southern hemi-

spheres. The above method of drawing the R0, R1, 

and R2 boundaries on FAC maps and locations of the 

main ionospheric Hall currents on maps of J are illus-

trated in Figures 2, 3. 

The most important output parameter of MIT — the 

magnetic flux 
S

d   B S  through the polar cap S — 

is calculated in the geomagnetic dipole approximation 

from the formula 

 
2

20 E
0

0

Ψ sin
4

M
d ,

r




   
   (7) 

where θ0(λ) is the colatitude of the polar cap boundary 

R0 (counted from the pole of the geomagnetic dipole) as 

function of longitude λ=MLT; μ0 is the magnetic con-

stant; ME is the magnetic dipole moment of Earth; 

r=RE+h , where RE=6371 km, h=115 km.  

The parameter Ψ is a measure of the open magnetic 
flux in magnetotail lobes and is used in MIT [Mishin 
et al., 1984, 1997, 2014] to estimate the power of the 

SW–magnetosphere generator whose operation is en-
sured by the mechanism of reconnection in the open 
magnetosphere model, described in Introduction.  

Subsection 2.3 presents the first results of the study 
of the simultaneous dynamics of magnetic fluxes in the 
north and south polar caps during the August 17, 2001 
magnetic storm. The results have been obtained by the 
extended MIT. This subsection also analyzes results of 
the dynamics of polar cap boundaries asymmetric to the 
dawn–dusk direction in two hemispheres and respective 
magnetic fluxes through the dawn and dusk parts of the 
polar caps. 

The method of determining the PC boundary from 

the high-latitude boundary of FAC Region 1 gives re-

sults up to ±2° in latitude as compared to direct methods 

of determining the PC boundary from satellite data on 

precipitating particles and auroras [Coley, 1983; Mishin 

et al., 1992, 1997; Milan et al., 2010; Karavaev et al., 

2013; Heelis, 2016]. In Subsection 2.3, the PC bounda-

ries identified in two hemispheres by MIT are compared 

with the photographs of auroral ovals in two hemi-

spheres obtained from IMAGE and Polar satellites for 

the August 17, 2001 event [Østgaard et al., 2018].  

To evaluate geophysical conditions in this event, we 

have used one-minute data on SW, IMF parameters, 

and geomagnetic indices [https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov, 

http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.html]. 
 

2. CONVECTION, 

ELECTRIC CURRENTS, 

AND AURORAL OVALS 

IN TWO HEMISPHERES 
The powerful magnetospheric storm of August 17, 

2001 has been investigated in a number of papers [Cattell 
et al., 2011; Karavaev et al., 2011; Longley et al., 2017; 
Østgaard et al., 2018]. It featured the following geophysi-
cal conditions. Around 11:00 UT, a large coronal mass 
ejection (CME) approached the dayside magnetopause of 
Earth. It caused a strong geomagnetic storm accompanied 
by several substorms with intense auroras in both hemi-
spheres. These auroras were almost simultaneously photo-
graphed by cameras of the IMAGE (N hemisphere) and 
Polar (S hemisphere) satellites [Longley et al., 2017; Øst-
gaard et al., 2018]. This storm had extraordinary IMF 
values: the azimuthal component over a long 9-hour in-
terval 11–20 UT was within 20<By<30 nT (see Figure 1. 
c); the IMF component Bz was southward throughout this 
interval and also reached extreme values Bz=–20 nT (see 
Figure 1, b). At 10:58 UT (SSC is the sudden storm 
commencement), the impact of the SW shock front on the 
dayside boundary of the magnetosphere with an abrupt 
rise (almost ten times) in dynamic pressure Pd (see Figure 
1, a) caused a sharp compression of the boundary, which 
occurred with respective amplification of DCF currents at 
the magnetopause, auroral geomagnetic activity indices 
AE, AL, and AU (see Figure 1, e), and Dst indices of the 
ring current SYM-H and ASY-H (see Figure 1, d). Within 
10–24 UT of the magnetic storm, there were several sub-
storm activations, with two substorms standing out in the 
interval from 16:15 to 20:10 UT with expansion phase 
onsets at 16:18 and ~18:40 UT. 

https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.html
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional distributions (geomagnetic latitude – local geomagnetic time) of the equivalent current function 

JN and FAC density iN in the ionosphere of the Northern Hemisphere. Red isolines on the FAC map are downward FACs; black 

isolines, upward FACs. Thick dark blue lines: R0 is the polar cap boundary; R1 is the line of maximum density of auroral elec-

trojets (boundary between FAC Regions 1 and 2); R2 is the equatorial boundary of FAC Region 2 (auroral oval). Blue arrows 

indicate the main Hall currents: transpolar current Itr, eastward IE and westward IW electrojets 

 

Figure 3. The top panel shows 2D distributions of the current function JN and FAC density iN in the ionosphere of the N hem-

isphere for the growth 17:20 UT and expansion 18:50 UT phases of the August 17, 2001 substorm. The bottom panel (through 

Earth) demonstrates the corresponding 2D distributions of JS and iS in the S hemisphere; green arrows indicate locations of day-

side throats in two hemispheres and different directions of convection in them for By>0; blue arrows show Hall current; dark blue 

closed lines are auroral oval boundaries. All notations are the same as in Figure 2 
 

For the entire interval of these substorms there are 

published images of auroras obtained simultaneously in 

two hemispheres from the IMAGE and Polar satellites. At 

20:10 UT when the SW dynamic pressure was maximum 

(see Figure 1, a), there was a sharp 20-min northward jump 

of IMF (see Figure 1, b), which might have caused the 

expansion phase of the second substorm to continue. 

This is evident from the increase in the auroral indices 

(see Figure 1, e). 

2.1. Ionospheric convection and field-aligned 

currents 

The current function according to (3), (5), and (6) is 

an analog (with the opposite sign) to the electrostatic 

potential of the ionosphere, whose isolines correspond 

to the lines of ionospheric plasma drift (convection). 

The large-scale magnetospheric-ionospheric convection 

is the fundamental physical phenomenon in Earth’s 
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magnetosphere, which continuously exists due to the 

constantly operating mechanisms of quasi-viscous inter-

action and magnetic reconnection described in Introduc-

tion. These mechanisms in corresponding boundary 

layers provide continuous operation of two physically 

different EMF (electromotive force) generators, which 

create the magnetospheric convection system in the 

form of two large-scale vortices [Axford, Hines, 1961; 

Dungey, 1961]. Region 1 FACs transmit electric poten-

tials along highly conducting magnetic field lines from 

external EMF generator plates to the polar ionosphere, 

thus forming an analogous (two-vortex) ionospheric 

convection system [Heikkila, 2011; Milan et al., 2017]. 

It is obvious that at a low angle of geomagnetic dipole 

inclination and/or at an IMF polar angle ineffective for 

reconnection the magnetotail topology should be suffi-

ciently symmetric about the equatorial plane. In such 

cases, we may expect a strong hemispheric similarity 

between large-scale distributions of the ionospheric 

convection and main FAC regions.  

Notice that there is a foreign method AMIE analo-

gous to MIT [Richmond, Kamide, 1988], which in addi-

tion to ground geomagnetic data from the worldwide 

network of stations in both hemispheres utilizes radar 

and satellite measurements of electric fields and cur-

rents in the ionosphere as well as optical data on auro-

ras. This method has been successfully applied to elec-

tric potential and FAC calculations in two hemispheres 

[Lu et al., 1994, 2011; Deng et al., 2009].  

Extending MIT for two hemispheres, we were not 

sure in advance that we could obtain good results for 

the Southern Hemisphere at once since in the Northern 

Hemisphere we also constantly suffer a shortage of 

magnetic stations in the Russian Arctic sector. Never-

theless, the first calculations based on MIT extended for 

two hemispheres and the SuperMAG database for three 

isolated substorms (August 27, 2001, July 24, 2003, Jan-

uary 09, 2008) gave the expected results for the Southern 

Hemisphere, which will soon be published.  

In this paper, using MIT for the uniform conductance 

and SuperMAG database described in Section 1, we cal-

culate 2D distributions of the current function (an ana-

logue of the electric potential) and FAC with a one-

minute step in ionospheres of two hemispheres for the 

selected interval 16–20 UT of the August 17, 2001 mag-

netic storm.  

The comparative analysis of about two hundred 

maps of equivalent current function distributions in two 

hemispheres allows us to do a quite reasonable conclu-

sion: the extended MIT enables us to calculate large-

scale distributions of the ionospheric convection and 

field-aligned currents simultaneously in two hemi-

spheres, with the S hemisphere maps corresponding to 

the N hemisphere ones with a high degree of expected 

similarity. 

A typical example confirming this conclusion is given 
in Figure 3 for two moments (substorm growth and ex-

pansion phases) of the selected event. In both the cases, 

between two hemispheres there is a sufficiently close 

similarity in the large-scale distributions of equivalent 

currents (convection) and main FAC Regions 1 and 2. 

The maps of current function isolines (as an ana-

logue of convection lines) shown in Figure 3 also con-

firm the fact that the location of the dayside throat rela-

tive to the noon meridian is different in two hemi-

spheres. Green arrows of velocity vectors indicate direc-

tions of the throats of convection in the N and S hemi-

spheres, which correspond to the IMF sign (or direction) 

B y > 0 [Cowley, 1981; Cowley, Lockwood, 1992]. 

2.2. Ionospheric Hall currents 

The equivalent Hall current coincides exactly with 

the actual Hall current in two cases: 1) at the radial ge-

omagnetic field and uniform conductance [Kern, 1966; 

Fukushima, 1971] or 2) when conductance gradients are 

perpendicular to the ionospheric plasma convection 

lines [Laundal et al., 2015]. The only external source of 

ground geomagnetic field variations in these cases is the 

equivalent current system consisting of divergence-free 

Hall currents (5). The radial approximation ignoring the 

terrestrial magnetic effect of FACs introduces an error 

~5–20 % into calculations in 10°<θ<30° [Fukushima, 

1976; Sun et al., 1985]. The condition of perpendiculari-

ty of convection lines and conductance gradients is well 

fulfilled in the sectors of the westward and eastward 

electrojets flowing azimuthally along the auroral oval, 

the main conductance gradient in which is latitudinal.  

In PC (θ < 10°), the geomagnetic field is nearly radial, 

and conductances are sufficiently uniform on both its 

dayside and nightside, separated by the terminator de-

termining the main day–night conductance gradient.  

Thus, proceeding from the above, we can examine 

and compare the simultaneous dynamics of the main 

parameters of equivalent Hall currents in ionospheres of 

two hemispheres with a sufficient geophysical error 

(less than 20 %), considering these currents as real iono-

spheric Hall currents with the said accuracy.  

We have studied the dynamics of three Hall currents 

(see Figures 2, 3): westward IW and eastward IE auroral 

electrojets, and transpolar current Itr. The intensity of Itr 

through PC was determined as a sum of moduli of two 

main focuses on the current function maps. The intensity of 

each of the auroral electrojets was estimated by integrating 

(5) along the meridian passing through the main focus, 

within the boundaries corresponding to Region 1 and 2 

FAC density maxima. In this case, we further checked the 

equality tr W E ,I I I   resulting from the two-vortex con-

vection system.  

The described method provided estimates of intensi-

ties of Hall currents in the Northern Itr, N, IW, N, IE, N, and 

Southern Itr, S, IW, S, IE, S hemispheres for the entire interval 

10–24 UT of the August 17, 2001 magnetic storm. 

The main results follow from the plots on three bottom 

panels (f–h) of Figure 1. 

1. Variations in intensities of the three Hall cur-

rents during the selected magnetic storm occur quite 

synchronously in both hemispheres, as evidenced by the 

high correlation coefficients: rtr=0.92  for the transpo-

lar currents Itr, N and Itr, S; for westward and eastward 

electrojets respectively rW=0.83  and rE=0.84. 

2. Intensities of all Hall currents in the Northern 

Hemisphere during the magnetic storm exceed those of the 
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respective Hall currents in the Southern Hemisphere; the 

Hall current through the polar cap in the Northern Hemi-

sphere is~1.8 times stronger than that through the polar 

cap in the Southern Hemisphere. 
Result 1 supports the conclusion drawn in Subsection 

2.1; and result 2, the expected interhemispheric asymmetry 

caused by the difference between seasons: in the N hemi-

sphere, August 17, 2001 is summer, and in the S hemi-

sphere this day is winter. The conductance produced by 

solar radiation is therefore higher in the N hemisphere. 

While we use the approximation of uniform conduct-

ance in both hemispheres, the seasonal effect of wave 

conductance is implicitly present in the current func-

tions calculated from ground geomagnetic variations. 

The variations are caused by real ionospheric currents 

flowing in the ionosphere with the real non-uniform 

conductance consisting of non-uniform conductances — 

both wave and corpuscular (produced by particle precip-

itation). If the pattern of precipitation in the symmetric 

model of substorm is the same, the role of interhe-

mispheric asymmetry in wave conductances becomes 

primary. Then, in the simplest electric circuit of parallel 

connection of two loads (ionospheres of two hemi-

spheres) to the common EMF generator (current disrup-

tion or reconnection in the near tail) the current intensi-

ties will be higher in the load with higher conductance. 

From Result 2 and Formula (3) it follows that the Hall 

conductance in the north PC is ~1.8 times higher than 

that in the south PC. 

2.3. Polar cap boundary and magnetic flux 

Using the method described in Section 1, we found 
the auroral oval boundaries R0, R1, and R2 in both 
hemispheres for the entire period 10–24 UT of the Au-
gust 17, 2001 magnetic storm. Then, using the datasets 
of PC R0 coordinates obtained for each hemisphere, 
from Formula (7) we calculated the magnetic fluxes 
through the north (ΨN) and south (ΨS) polar caps. To 
study the expected (see Introduction) dawn-dusk asym-
metry in the dynamics of polar caps of two hemispheres, 
we also computed magnetic fluxes through dawn and 
dusk PC parts separated by the noon–midnight merid-
ian: ΨN, dawn and ΨN, dusk in the N hemisphere; ΨS, dawn and 
ΨS, dusk in the S hemisphere.  

Figure 4 shows variations in these magnetic fluxes 
in the interval from 16:15 to 19:00 UT for which there are 
published images of auroras [Østgaard et al., 2018]. 
Figure 4, c, d shows variations in the magnetic fluxes 
through the north (ΨN, blue curve) and south (ΨS, red 

 

 

Figure 4. IMF components (a) and auroral indices (b) in the 16–19 UT substorm interval of the August 17, 2001 magnetic 

storm; variation in the magnetic flux ΨN (blue line) through the polar cap in the N hemisphere and magnetic fluxes in the dawn 

(ΨN, dawn, thick black line) and dusk (ΨN, dusk, dashed line) PC parts (c); the same for the S hemisphere (d) 
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curve) PC, as well as variations in magnetic fluxes in the 

dawn (ΨN, dawn, ΨS, dawn, thick black line) and dusk (ΨN, dusk, 

Ψ S, dusk, dashed black curve) PC parts in two hemispheres. 

The variations in magnetic fluxes show the expected 

results. 

1. Magnetic fluxes in the polar caps of Northern 

and Southern hemispheres vary almost simultaneously 

in the entire substorm interval 16–19 UT, values of the 

fluxes in two hemispheres coinciding up to ~5 %. 

2. For observed By>0, the expected asymmetry is 
between magnetic fluxes in the dawn and dusk parts of 
the polar caps in two hemispheres: ΨN, dawn > ΨN, dusk in 
the Northern Hemisphere and, conversely, ΨS, dawn<Ψ S, dusk 
in the Southern Hemisphere. 

3. The asymmetry, described in Section 2, decreases 
in both hemispheres with the development of each of the 
two substorms that began at 16:20 and 18:40 UT.  

It should be emphasized once again that all the re-

sults for two hemispheres have been obtained using the 

extended ground MIT. The observed dawn–dusk asym-

metry in PC configurations of two hemispheres (the 

main result 2 is visually confirmed by simultaneous 

optical observations of auroral ovals in the N and S 

hemispheres from IMAGE and Polar satellites [Øst-

gaard et al., 2018]. Figure 5 presents satellite images of 

distributions of auroras in the N and S hemispheres for 

four moments selected from the substorm interval 16–

19 UT. The corresponding PC R0 boundaries found by 

MIT are superimposed on the auroral images: in the N 

hemisphere, the PC R0 boundary (closed blue line); in 

the S hemisphere, the PC R0 boundary (closed red line). 

Not in all MLT sectors but in general there is quite a close 

correspondence between the PC R0 boundaries and 

northern boundaries of auroral brightness. Main result 2 

is obvious from the PC R0 shift to dawn in the N hemi-

sphere and to dusk in the S hemisphere. Under close 

examination of the satellite images, the same dawn–

dusk asymmetry can be seen in distributions of auroras; 

this asymmetry has been studied in detail by Østgaard et al. 

[2018]. 

Since we discuss all the results in the text in respective 

sections, let us go on to Conclusion. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Let us list the main results and conclusions obtained 

in this paper.  

1. We have first tested the extended MIT in the uni-

form ionospheric conductance approximation and using 

the SuperMAG database. For the selected interval of the 

August 17, 2001 magnetic storm with one-minute step, 

we calculated 2D distributions of the equivalent current 

function (electric potential) and FACs in the Northern 

and Southern hemispheres. The comparative analysis of 

~200 maps of these distributions confirms the expected 

interhemispheric similarity between large-scale systems 

of ionospheric convection and FACs, and hence good 

prospects for the development of MIT for the polar ion-

osphere of the Southern Hemisphere. 

2. The analysis of the dynamics of the convection 

and FAC systems in two hemispheres during the August 

17, 2001 magnetic storm yielded the expected and in-

terpretable results. 

2.1. Variations in Hall current intensities in polar 

caps and auroral electrojets occur fairly concurrently in 

both hemispheres, and the electrojets in the N hemi-

sphere are markedly more intense than those in the S 

hemisphere, and the Hall current in the north polar cap 

is approximately twice as strong as in the south one; this 

interhemispheric asymmetry is presumably due to sea-

sonal variation in the ionospheric conductance, which is 

implicitly contained in the equivalent current function. 

2.2. Magnetic fluxes through the polar caps of the N 

and S hemispheres match up to ~5 % and vary almost 

simultaneously in the entire substorm interval 16–19 UT 

of the magnetic storm. 

2.3. The detected asymmetries of magnetic fluxes 

through the dawn and dusk parts of polar caps in two 

hemispheres: ΨN, dawn>Ψ N, dusk in the N hemisphere and, 

conversely, ΨS, dawn<ΨS, dusk in the S hemisphere concur 

with the theory for By>0 and with satellite images of 

auroral ovals; both the asymmetries decrease during the 

magnetic storm and substorm. 

We have obtained the first, fundamentally important 

result in the approximation of uniform ionospheric con-

ductances in both hemispheres. The next stage of the 

work in the chosen area of research is aimed at calculat-

ing the electric potential, horizontal and field-aligned 

currents in two ionospheres with non-uniform conduct-

ances. We will utilize a substantially updated dynamic 

model of ionospheric conductance, produced by precipi-

tating electrons and ions, which is analogous to previous 

models [Mishin et al., 1986; Shirapov et al., 2000; 

Lunyushkin, Penskikh, 2019]. 
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Figure 5. A copy of Figure 4 from [Østgaard et al., 2018]. Images of auroras in the N hemisphere obtained from the IMAGE satellite 

for selected moments of the substorm interval 16–19 UT of the August 17, 2001 magnetic storm (left). Simultaneous images of auroras 

in the S hemisphere from the Polar satellite; the terminator is indicated by the thick black line; brown circles show areas of adjacent auro-

ra features in two hemispheres (right). The polar cap boundaries R0, obtained using MIT for respective moments in the Northern (closed 

blue line) and Southern (closed red line) hemispheres, are superimposed on the images of auroras 
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